
Who said that "blows must decide" who would rule America? a. George III
c. Philip III b. Edward III d. James III
Answer: The right answer is the A) George III.  

Explanation: Just to elaborate a little on the answer, it can be added that King George III of England used those words in a letter to the Prime Minister, Lord
North, which echoed the reactions of the colonists in the New England colonies after the passing of the Tea Act (1773). The whole quote reads: “The New
England governments are in a state of rebellion, blows must decide whether they are to be subject to this country or independent.”

Answer is A. George III Hope this helps

What does the Aufbau principle state?
Which is an accurate description of silty soil? A. moderate porosity, low permeability B. moderate porosity, moderate permeability C. low porosity, moderate
permeability D. moderate porosity, high permeability
the driving distance from the sports arena to Kristina's house in 10 9/10 miles. the distance from the sports arena to Luke's house is 2 7/10 miles. how much
greater is the driving distance between the sports arena and Kristina's house than between the sports arena and Luke's house?
Yo cubro (cover) la mesa con _______. (3 points) Question 10 options: 1) el mantel 2) el tenedor 3) la servilleta 4) la cuchara
What is the answer? 7x-42+3x-29=6x-3
You bought a freezer that is 2 feet wide, 4 feet long and 30 inches deep. What is the capacity of the freezer?
A group of 27 students in sixth grade rode their bicycles to school one day. This number represents 20% of sixth grade students at the school. What is the total
number of students in sixth grade at this school?
14+12n=11n-37 what is N
Gladys, who is an accountant, often wonders why people are surprised when they find out that she is also a skydiving instructor on the weekends. the most
obvious explanation is that people form cognitive schemas for different types of people and occupations. the use of these types of assumptions is called:
Near the end of the story “The Minister’s Black Veil,” the minister of Westbury pays a visit to Father Hooper. What does the minister mean by the phrase “veil
of eternity” when he says to Father Hooper, “Before the veil of eternity be lifted, let me cast aside this black veil from your face”? that which hides Hooper’s
sins from others that which has hidden Hooper’s sins from God that which represents a life-threatening disease that which separates this life from the next
Area of the park is halfway between 2.4 and 2.5 what is the area of the park
Why do the children hate the marigolds at miss Lottie house
The word rude has several differnt meanings which one is being used in the previouse passage



Are there more adults(18 or over) than kids in this world?
Near is to close as distant is to
which pull factor would most likely encourage an immigrant who wanted to raise and sell cattle in the united states
What is the multiplicative inverse of
-7
9
Variables in PHP must begin with what symbol? Select one:

a. ?

b. $

c. &

d. !

1. Home
2. More Solution
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